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The research is entitled Politeness Strategy in Refusal of the Guests of The 

Ellen Show. This study is aimed to find out types of politeness strategy in refusal 

and the ways the strategies are used by the guests of The Ellen Show especially in 

refusing invitations, offers, and suggestions in talk show.  

This study used qualitative method and library research. In this research, 

the guests were selected based on some requirements. They were adult, native 

speaker, famous talented person that come to the show more than once, and the 

guests doing refusal especially in invitation, offers, and suggestion in the videos 

show of The Ellen Show. The guests come from America or live in America as the 

native. The writer also used the concept of politeness strategy in refusal from 

Liang and Min and transcribing conversation from the video as the library 

research. 

The findings of this study indicated that the guests of The Ellen Show used 

ten politeness strategies in refusal such as solidarity, excuse, promise, show 

sympathy and consideration first, explicit and direct expression, expression in a 

less coercive way, give hints, be ambiguous, transfer to another topic, and use 

body language. Positive politeness was used by the guests in refusing the 

invitation for agreement, gift offer, and unsolicited suggestion; show concern and 

develop conversation rapport. Negative politeness/bald on record was used in 

refusing the invitation for acceptance, favor offer, and unsolicited suggestion; 

show concern. And off record strategies was used in refusing invitation for action, 

gift offer, favor offer, opportunity offer, solicited suggestion, and unsolicited 

suggestion; develop conversation rapport. Therefore, the most strategy used by 

the guests in doing refusal is off record strategies.  
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